
Old Basing & Lychpit Neighbourhood Plan 

Notes of NPT Meeting on November 24, 2015    

 

        Present: Peter Bloyce, Vera Riley-shaw, Stephen Durman, Alan Gibbered, Will Sarell, David   

                           Whiter, Mark Oszczyk.  Absent: David Botting 

 

        1     Feedback from Initial Contact with Stakeholders 

        AG had contacted Environment Agency but had no response from, and VR-S reported the same 

with Post Office.  

       WS  had made contact with HCC Highways who had promised to consider the points. 

       2    Response to Draft Cycling Strategy 

      WS had responded in detail and the comments had been pasesed to Safer Roads in Old Basing. 

MO suggested  

      that the response be used by the Parish Council. 

      3    Policy Formulation 

      AG & DW were meeting the consultant on November 30 to review evidence and objectives and 

start the process of  

     policy formulation with AG, DW, MO & WS. It was agreed to propose January 5 for HOusing & 

Development (PB &  

     SD), January 21 for Traffoc & Transport (WS & PB SD & DW) and February 9 for for Community & 

Heritage (VR-S &  

     DW). DW cannot attend on January 5 so would want notes from it.  

      DB would be invited to any meetings he wished to attend.  

     People had read the Exeter St James Neighbourhood Plan and thought it offered pointers for us. 

People should  

     continue to try othe NP policies. 

     4   Draft OB & Profile 

     DW  had forwarded a draft Introduction and Parish Profile and invited comment. The Exeter St 

James had a less  

     formal stye than this draft and it would be made more informal/readable.  

     5   Evidence Logs & Maps 

     DW would meet each sub-chair before meeting the consultant ot run through the evidence.  

     WS was asked to prepare a map showing rat runs and pinch points on the roads.  



     Information on current energy ratings was needed if we were to suggest a preference for a 

develoments employing  

     higher than standard energy efficiency. SD suggested contacting A Molloy of Basingstoke Energy 

Cooperative and  

     would forward a link to Basingstoke's website. 

     6   Income & Expenditure 

     There had been no change in this, but we were about to start spending on the consultants.  

     7   Any Other Items 

     PB said the presentations to the Local Plan Inspector were now complete, and there is a 

possibility that he would not  

     ask for any substantial changes beyond the 850 units per year change. PB will forward further 

comment.  

     8   Next NPTeam  Meetings 

     As there were frequent policy meetings due over the next two months, NP Team Meetings would 

be on  

     December 15, 2015 and February 16 2016. Both at the Parish Office 7.30.      

 

   

          


